In order to analyze spatial linear navigation through a task of self-controlled reproduction, healthy participants were passively transported on a mobile robot at constant velocity, and then had to reproduce the imposed distance of 2 to 8 m in two conditions: "with vision" and "without vision". Our hypothesis was that the reproduction of distances would be longer with than without visual information. Indeed, in the "without vision" condition, the participants were accurate when reproducing short distances, but undershot long distances. With visual information the reproduction of all distances was overshot. With vision the reproduction was more accurate than without vision; however this was not always significant, and therefore vision was not necessary.
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Introduction
Perception and estimation of self-motion are based on multisensory information: visual, vestibular, and somatosensory. Their selection depends upon the experimental conditions, but also upon individual preferences such as the cognitive style [18, 42, 23, 28, 32, 40] .
Through spatial navigation based on idiothetic signals (the signals produced by the organism itself, according to Mittelstaedt and Mittelstaedt, 1973 [29] ) a subject should continuously know his/her position with respect to the starting point [30, 19] .
In the frame of spatial navigation and self-motion, we had found that during the self-driven (and self-computed) triangle hypotenuse with constant velocity, the travelled distances were longer in light than in darkness [31] . These results suggested that distances are underperceived during self-motion with visual information. Indeed the subjects went on moving in light because they perceived (and believed) their own self-motion to be too short. However in the above study the travelled distance had really to be computed, it was not a simple copy as in reproduction tasks [2, 20] . Thus the role of vision cannot be attributed to motion perception since vision could have interfered with the distance computation. Therefore we devised a new reproduction task dedicated to understanding the role of vision in linear navigation.
It has been reported that the accuracy of spatial navigation increases when lightness decreases [6] . Therefore, visual information seems to cause underperception of passive self-linear navigation which leads to an overshoot of this displacement. This visual information effect perseveres during active movement (e.g. walking). [37] found that the availability of visual information during walking led to an underperception of movement (leading to overshoot) relative to conditions in which visual information was absent.
It has been also shown that participants were able to reproduce the imposed distance by walking without vision, and that in some conditions they were able to use nonvisual information, i.e., somatosensory information, to arrive at distance estimates as accurate as those given by vision [27, 3, 12, 22, 30] . The mechanisms through which nonvisual somatosensory information can be used to perform self-navigation have long been studied [35, 36, 11, 8] .
Continuous multimodal information interacts in the brain. Visual sensitive neurons in the medial superior temporal area [9, 10] and in the ventral intraparietal area [4, 5] have visual receptive fields and are selective for visual patterns similar to those seen during self-motion [24] . The neurons of both areas are also selective for motion in darkness, suggesting that they receive vestibular information [14, 15, 16, 39] . The medial parietal cortex is assumed to provide spatial information tied to a specific view [21] . This cortex is widely interconnected with other cortical areas (including lateral PFC) and subcortical structures [7] . A recent fMRI study of spatial navigation found that the medial parietal cortex is the area in which activation increases during visually signaled forward navigation [41] . The frontal lobes have been associated with working visuo-spatial memory and planning, which all depend on the recognition and integration of a vast network of information. Neuroimaging studies have also shown that somatosensory afferent information reach the frontal and ventral prefrontal cortex also contribute to spatial navigation [1, 13] .
The aim of the present study is to analyze spatial linear navigation through a task of self-controlled reproduction. Healthy participants were passively transported at constant velocity on a mobile robot and then had to reproduce the imposed distance, using a joystick to drive the robot, in two conditions: "with vision" and "without vision". Four distances (2, 4, 6, and 8 m) had to be reproduced. Our hypothesis was that the reproduction of distances would be longer with visual information than without.
Material and Methods
Participants
Twenty-two volunteers, 10 males and 12 females participated in the study. They were aged from 20 to 33 years old (mean age 25 years SD 3 years). All were free from any known vestibular and somatosensory disorders.
Experimental device
A four-wheeled robot (Robuter, Robosoft SA, France), equipped with a racing-car seat was used ( Fig. 1 ) (see Berthoz et al., 1995 [2] ). Its velocity was recorded from an odometer. The acceleration was 0.80 m/s² and the peak velocity was 0. The participants were seated on the robot. They were secured to the seat by means of three safety belts. Their head was restrained by a cushioned support (to impede displacements and jaw rotations). They wore headphones that relayed a wide-band noise ("pink" noise) to prevent external acoustic cues [2] . Optically encoded digital odometry (50 Hz) was transferred from the robot through the modem after each trial.
Two phases were designed: training and experimental. During the training phase, all participants were called to use the joystick to control the robot's navigation with their head restrained and with headphones. They were left free to move forward along a 50m corridor until they felt confident in manipulating the robot with and without light.
During the experimental phase, a displacement of 2, 4, 6, or 8 m was imposed in pseudo-random sequence in two conditions: "with vision" and "without vision". In both conditions and each distance the participants were passively transported by the robot forward along the sagittal X-axis (stimulus). In the "with vision" condition the subject was instructed to orient the head and his/her gaze straight ahead; in the "without vision" condition the subject was blindfolded and was required to close the eyes. In both conditions, after the robot came to a complete stop, the experimenter touched the participant's shoulder. This was the signal for the participant to continue straight ahead, moving the robot with the joystick (response). The task was to reproduce, as accurately as possible, in the same direction the distance previously imposed (2, 4, 6, or 8 m). All participants were assigned to both conditions "with vision" and "without vision". The dependent variable was the reproduced distance for each displacement. This distance was calculated in m (meters). Only the data from the experimental phase were considered.
The study was approved by the local ethics committee and was in accordance with the Helsinki convention. All subjects signed an informed consent. Preliminary results have previously been published as abstracts [33, 34] .
Results
The distribution of responses according to the reproduction of distances in the two conditions approximates a non-parametric shape. With such distribution, the median has been chosen as a central index of reproduced distance for each movement. The statistical comparisons have been conducted with the Wilcoxon matched-pairs signedranks test.
The intraindividual comparisons between the four reproductions of distances have
been computed between the two experimental conditions: "with vision" and "without vision". As can be seen in the Fig. 2 , the reproduction of all the tested distances was longer when participants were in the light, than when they were in the dark (T = 3, n=11, one-tailed test, p< 0. 005 for 2 m, T=1, n=11, one-tailed test, p<0.005 for 4 m, T = 1, n=11, one-tailed test, p< 0.005, T=1, for 6 and 8 m). In the Fig. 3 In other words, with visual information participants seem to underperceive the four distances (which leads to an overshoot of the reproduced distances), and without visual information they seem to overperceive the tested distances (which leads to an undershoot of all the distances).
Insert figures 2 and 3 here
Discussion
Our study focalized on the way visual information could influence spatial linear navigation, using a task of distance reproduction. Four distances (2, 4, 6 and 8 m) were used. Compatible with our hypothesis, the results of the study can be summarized as follows: 1) in both conditions (with and without vision), the reproduction of distances was accurate for small distances; 2) with visual information the reproduction of all distances was underperceived, i.e., participants overshot the distances to be reproduced;
3) without visual information the participants undershot the longer distances. While with vision the reproduction seems more accurate than without vision, this was not always significant; therefore vision was not necessary but useful.
As in [2] the present results demonstrate that healthy humans can reproduce a linear path (of a simple dynamic profile) without visual cues, using somatosensory information, and show a remarkable degree of accuracy of the reproduced distance with small inter-individual variability. With vision, our results tell that the participants went on moving because they perceived (and believed) their own self-navigation to be too short. [38] found that the availability of visual information during locomotion led to underperception of movement (leading to overshoot) relative to conditions in which visual information was absent during locomotion. On the other hand, for [17] when subjects moved in darkness they overperceived how far they had previously traveled: they pressed the button when they had travelled through only about half the actual distance (i.e., undershoot). Lappe et al. (2007) [25] tried to resolve this apparent contradiction: they showed that underperception of navigated distance occurs when the task involves a judgment of distance from the starting position, while overperception occurs when the task requires a judgment of the remaining distance to a particular target position. They presented a leaky integrator model that explains both effects with a single mechanism. The model integrates over the space covered by the movement, rather than over time, which predicts that leakage should only occur during movement. Lappe and Frenz (2009) [26] moreover showed that similar errors occur in the estimation of travel distance in the real world as in a virtual environment, consistent with the leaky integration model.
Our present results agree with those of [31] , where participants had to close a triangle of which they were passively submitted to the first two sides. When the triangle two sides were travelled with vision, the last one self-driven without vision was too short, i.e., the two passive visual sides had been underperceived. And when the first two sides were without vision and the last self-navigated one with vision, this very last side was too long, i.e., the traveled distance with vision was being underperceived.
Expressly, the participants overshot the distance they had to compute. These results and our present ones suggest that an overshoot of distances can occur regardless the experimental task: estimation, production, reproduction or computation.
Moreover, when healthy participants were asked to drive without vision (in darkness) repeatedly a distance of 2 m, the produced distance was 1.55 m ± 22.5% at the first trial and 1.90 m ± 5% at the end of the trials [20] . Therefore, without visual information the production of distance is always overperceived (i.e., undershot).
Similarly, the reproduction of 2 m distance via active movement (walking) without vision, is characterized by overperception, i.e., the participants undershot that distance [22] .
Altogether, our data are compatible with neurophysiological findings which show that a vast network of signals including visual, vestibular and somatosensory ones reaches the medial superior temporal area [41] , the ventral intraparietal area [9, 10] , the frontal and prefrontal cortex during passive/active forward navigation [1, 13] , cortices which are important for spatial navigation.
In our case, because of constant velocity the vestibular afferences were minimized.
The somatosensory information is characterized by precise somatotopy which leads to an accurate body representations in space. When visual information is combined with somatosensory information ("with vision" condition), the visual available information predominates (and dampens the other signals) the elaboration of body representation in space. As a consequence, during visual navigation the perception of somatosensory information is impoverished which leads to overshoot. When only somatosensory information is available ("without vision" condition), the participants are extremely accurate for small distances, but they are less accurate when they reproduce long distances, i.e., they undershoot the long distances. In other words, path integration is not successfully achieved for long distances, where external cues are certainly useful. Fig.1 : Image of the robot. 
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